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 Set pitch values As the input format is written in the standard form of MIDI notes with the pitches in MIDI note numbers (0 to
127), it has to be converted into chromatic pitch notation. Also note that most MIDI files are written with the inversion of the
chromatic pitches in order to be able to process them easily (e.g. lower E-numbers mean higher pitches). This can be achieved

by applying a conversion technique from MIDI pitch notation to chromatic pitch notation. These two conversion techniques are
as follows: Translation to chromatic pitch notation: The conversion consists of a rule to generate the pitch notation from the
chromatic pitches based on the MIDI pitch notation. For instance, the first rule consists of generating lower notes from the

chromatic pitch at the same position. The other rules (rules 2 to 4) are generating the ascending pitch numbers to be able to add
notes between them based on the number of note values. After the conversion to chromatic pitches, they need to be converted

back to MIDI pitch notation because most MIDI software will only accept pitches in the MIDI note numbers. This can be
achieved by using an inverse rule of generating chromatic pitches from the MIDI pitch notation. The following table shows the
result of the chromatic pitches when applying this conversion rule: Translation to MIDI pitch notation: To generate the MIDI

note numbers, it is similar to the translation to chromatic pitch notation, except that it is a more direct translation. The following
table shows the result of the MIDI pitch notation when applying this conversion rule: After performing these conversions, they

can be written in the MIDI file as 16-bit integers. Importing notes into Akoff Music Composer Akoff Music Composer can
store notes in MIDI format. The imported notes are then converted back to a chromatic pitch notation. The imported notes need

to be stored in a certain sequence because the program can only process in the order of the notes, and notes cannot be turned
around. Converting notes to Akoff Music Composer After creating a template in the Akoff Music Composer, there are various

ways to convert MIDI files into the Akoff Music Composer format. -As the standard MIDI file. -As the Akoff Music Composer
file. -As an input file with the Akoff Music Composer template. -Or, as a source file with the Akoff Music Composer
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